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Waggy dog, shaggy dog, doggies in a bunch. Floppy dog, sloppy dog, doggies eating lunch. Kids

will love this bouncy, colorful book, bursting with every kind of dog imaginable!Ã‚Â Ã‚Â 
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Waggy dog, shaggy dog, doggies in a bunch. Floppy dog, sloppy dog, doggies eating lunch. Kids

will love this bouncy, colorful book, bursting with every kind of dog imaginable!

Nice book! Wish I could see it on the kindle fire! I think the price point should be .99 cents for a

download of a book that reads about 3-4 inches across on my 9 inch screen. It's only about 10

pages total too- I think this was way too much for a book I can barely see. I am upset! The point of

the kindle for us was to read to our son (we have a small apt and limited space, so a e book makes

alot of sense!) but I am so disappointed to learn that not only are VERY few quality kid's books

available for kindle fire, but they are often like this- teeny tiny no matter which way you turn the

screen, and take up sometimes 40% of the screen. That SUCKS! I'm sure that this book is fantastic

and cute in person- but when reading it 4 inches across, with all the business of the dogs and

scenes, it's not great.



good

We have a number of books in this series in paperback and love them. So I thought I would

download a few for my Kindle app for IPad for an upcoming road trip. So disappointing! The pages

are nothing but mediocre color scans of the book, and you can even see prominent center seem

lines! The text is too small to read comfortably, and, very confusingly for a new reader, the title of

the book appears at the top of every page, as if it were a novel. I am going to ask for my money

back, and think twice before downloading any children's books again. This translated so poorly. I

hope the technique may improve in time because the iPad would be a great medium for children's

books when traveling.

Perfect story for our 4 yr old

I love the step one books, they are perfect for my 5 year old learning to read. There aren't too many

words so they are great for very early readers. These books are easier than the others that are level

1. The price is great so I'm able to order several at a time so he isn't just memorizing the stories, we

can read different ones every day.

Just what I wanted!!!

My 3 yr old daughter LOVES this book with the fun rhymes and photos. She can basically "read"

this book to is at night. Definitely recommend!!

Such a great book for beginning readers! Not only is it one that my daughter had to have after

getting it out from the library, but she also bought it for her teacher to use in her Kindergarten class.
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